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Previously, two methodologies for predictive diagnostic of holter was developed, one of which is based on probability distributions 
of heart rate (HR) ranges of 5 beats/min and beat ranges of 250 beats; and the other is based on entropy proportions of apparition 

frequencies of ranges of ordered pairs of HR. These methodologies have allowed the quantitative evaluation of cardiac dynamic, 
differentiated normality of illness and quantifying the evolution. These methodologies were applied here to 10 normal cardiac dynamics 
and 60 of ICCU patients with arrhythmia. The HR and the total beats per hour values obtained from holter were taken. Through 
these values, numerical attractors for each dynamic were built, and also the probability distributions on ranges of HR and beats were 
calculated; non equiprobable entropy and its proportions were calculated too and the evaluative parameters of both methodologies 
were applied. Later, the mathematic evaluation was compared in respect with Gold Standard and sensibility, specificity and Kappa 
coefficient were calculated. The normal cases had values into the expected limits for both methodologies. For the remaining cases, the 
values of the proportions H/Th were between 0 and 2.3586; Tn/H between 0 and 2.1087; Th/T between 0 and 1.9602; H/T between 0 
and 0.5714; Tn/T were between 0 and 0.607 and U/T were between 0 and 0.151. Also the probability distributions presented ranges 
number between 7 and 12 and probability maximum of 0.374. The values of sensibility and specificity of the both methodologies 
compared with the conventional diagnosis were 100% and the Kappa coefficient value was 1. Both methods differentiate successfully 
normal from disease of holter recordings diagnosed with arrhythmia, and their level of evolution, confirmed the clinical applicability 
of the two methods of aid diagnostic.
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